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2015 2016 2017 2018

World2 3.1 2.9 3.3 3.6

Argentina 2.5 -1.7 2.9 3.4

Australia 2.4 2.7 2.6 3.1

Brazil -3.9 -3.4 0.0 1.2

Canada 1.1 1.2 2.1 2.3

China 6.9 6.7 6.4 6.1

Euro area3 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.7

France 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.6

Germany 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.7

India
4

7.6 7.4 7.6 7.7

Indonesia 4.8 5.0 5.1 5.3

Italy 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0

Japan 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.8

Korea 2.6 2.7 2.6 3.0
Mexico 2.5 2.2 2.3 2.4
Russia -3.7 -0.8 0.8 1.0

South Africa 1.3 0.4 1.1 1.7

Spain 3.2 3.2 2.3 2.2

Turkey 4.0 2.9 3.3 3.8

United Kingdom 2.2 2.0 1.2 1.0

United States 2.6 1.5 2.3 3.0

OECD
2, 3 2.1 1.7 2.0 2.3

Non-OECD2 3.8 4.0 4.5 4.6

World real trade growth1 2.6 1.9 2.9 3.2

1. Year-on-year increase.

2. Moving nominal  GDP weights  us ing purchas ing power pari ties .


4. Fisca l  years  s tarting in Apri l .

Real GDP growth1 (%)

OECD Economic Outlook - November 2016

Summary of OECD projections for G20 countries

3. With growth in Ireland in 2015 computed us ing gross  va lue added at constant prices  excluding foreign-

owned multinational  enterprise dominated sectors .
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Key Issues 

 
 

The global economy remains in a low-growth trap, but 
more active use of fiscal policy will raise growth 
modestly 

 • Investment and trade are weak, weighing on 
drivers of consumption such as productivity and 
wages 

Policy uncertainties and financial risks are high 

 • But low interest rates create window of 
opportunity 

Fiscal, structural, trade policies need to be interwoven 
for gains 

 • Reducing trade costs raises growth but trade 
restrictions put jobs at risk 

• Expansionary fiscal initiative to boost growth and 
reduces inequality would not impair fiscal 
sustainability 

• Success of fiscal initiatives depends on structural 
policy ambition  

Collective action enables greater gains at lower political 
cost 
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Editorial 
 

DEPLOY EFFECTIVE FISCAL INITIATIVES AND PROMOTE INCLUSIVE TRADE POLICIES  
TO ESCAPE FROM THE LOW-GROWTH TRAP 

 

 
For the last five years the global economy has been in a low-growth trap, with growth disappointingly low 
and stuck at around 3 per cent per year. Persistent growth shortfalls have weighed on future output 
expectations and thereby reduced current spending and potential output gains. Around the world, private 
investment has been weak, public investment has slowed, and global trade growth has collapsed, all of 
which have limited the improvements in employment, labour productivity and wages needed to support 
sustainable gains in living standards. Overall, a slowdown in structural policy ambition and policy 
incoherence have slowed business dynamism, trapped resources in unproductive firms, weakened 
financial institutions and undermined productivity growth. In the face of these limited prospects, the OECD 
has argued in previous Economic Outlooks that fiscal, monetary and structural policies need to be 
deployed comprehensively and collectively for economies to grow sufficiently to make good on promises 
to their citizens. 
 
The projections in this Economic Outlook offer the prospect that fiscal initiatives could catalyse private 
economic activity and push the global economy to the modestly higher growth rate of around 3½ per cent 
by 2018. Durable exit from the low-growth trap depends on policy choices beyond those of the monetary 
authorities – that is, of fiscal and structural, including trade policies – as well as on concerted and effective 
implementation. Collective fiscal action undertaken by all countries, including a more expansionary stance 
than planned in many countries in Europe, would support domestic and global growth even for those 
economies, who by virtue of specific circumstances, need to consolidate their fiscal positions or pursue a 
more neutral stance. 
 
Some might argue that there is no space for such fiscal initiatives, given the heavy public debt burden in 
many economies.  In fact, following five years of intense fiscal consolidation, debt-to-GDP ratios in most 
advanced countries have flattened. It is past time to focus on expanding the denominator – GDP growth. 
This Economic Outlook argues that the current conjuncture of extraordinarily accommodative monetary 
policy with very low interest rates opens a window of opportunity to deploy fiscal initiatives. Fiscal space 
has been created by lower interest payments on rolled-over debt, which also increases gauges of market 
access and of debt sustainability. On average, OECD economies could deploy deficit- financed fiscal 
initiatives for three to four years, while still leaving debt-to-GDP ratios unchanged in the long term. A 
front-loaded effort could allow deficit finance to taper sooner and put the debt-to-GDP ratio sustainably 
on a downward path. 
 
The key is to deploy the right kind of fiscal initiatives that support demand in the short run and supply in 
the long run and address not just growth challenges but also inequality concerns.  These include soft 
investments in education and R&D along with hard investment in public infrastructures. Such fiscal 
initiatives would improve outcomes for demand and supply potential even more for economies suffering 
from long-term unemployment, when undertaken collectively, and when fiscal initiatives are 
complemented by country-specific structural policies put together in a coherent package. The mix is 
different for different countries, as developed in Chapter 2, with further details in the Country Notes in 
Chapter 3 of this Economic Outlook. 
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Against this backdrop of fiscal initiatives, reviving trade growth through better policies would help to push 
the global economy out of the low-growth trap, as well as support revived productivity growth.  In this 
Economic Outlook trade growth is projected to increase from a dismal ratio of global trade-to-GDP growth 
of around 0.8 to be about on par with global output growth – remaining much less than the multiple of 2 
enjoyed over the last few decades. This sluggish trade growth compared to historical experience shaves 
some 0.2 percentage point from total factor productivity growth – which may seem minor – but is 
meaningful given the slow productivity growth of some 0.5% per year during the post- crisis period. 
 
Some argue that slowing globalization would temper the brunt of adjustments to workers and firms. This 
Economic Outlook suggests that protectionism and inevitable trade retaliation would offset much of the 
effects of the fiscal initiatives on domestic and global growth, raise prices, harm living standards, and leave 
countries in a worsened fiscal position. Trade protectionism shelters some jobs, but worsens prospects and 
lowers well- being for many others. In many OECD countries, more than 25% of jobs depend on foreign 
demand.  Instead, policymakers need to implement the structural policy packages that create more job 
opportunities, increase business dynamism, promote successful reallocation and enhance policies to 
ensure that gains from trade are better shared. Fortunately, the country-specific policy packages that 
make fiscal initiatives more effective in promoting demand growth and supply potential also help to make 
growth more inclusive. 
 
The transition path to a more balanced policy set and higher sustainable growth involves financial risks. 
But so too does the status quo dependence on extraordinary monetary policy.  Pricing distortions in 
financial markets abound.  Yield curves are still fairly flat, with negative interest rates. Pricing of credit risk 
has narrowed even as issuance of riskier bonds has increased.  Real estate prices continue to advance in 
many markets, even in the face of attempted tempering by macro-prudential measures. Expectations in 
currency markets are on edge as evidenced by high measures of currency volatility. These financial 
distortions and risks expose vulnerable balance sheets of firms in emerging markets, and challenge bank 
profitability and the long-term stability of pension schemes in advanced economies. 
 
The fiscal initiatives in conjunction with trade and structural policies, as outlined in the scenarios in this 
Economic Outlook, should revive expectations for faster and more inclusive growth, thus allowing 
monetary policy to move toward a more neutral stance in the United States at least, and possibly other 
countries as well. The risk of a growing divergence in monetary policy stances in the major economies over 
the next two years could be a new source of financial market tensions even as growth picks up, thus 
putting a premium on collective action by countries to revive growth in tandem. 
 
In sum, policymakers should closely examine fiscal space; low interest rates enable many countries to 
boost hard and soft infrastructure and other growth-enhancing initiatives. Avoiding trade pitfalls, coupled 
with social measures to better share the gains from globalization and technological change, are key policy 
priorities. Using the window of opportunity created by monetary policy and following through on fiscal and 
structural measures should raise growth expectations and create the necessary momentum for the global 
economy to escape the low-growth trap.  
 

28th November 2016 

 
Catherine L. Mann 

OECD Chief Economist 
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World real GDP growth 

 

Source: OECD November 2016 Economic Outlook database; and OECD calculations. 

GDP growth 

 

 

 
1.  Per cent. GDP volumes at market prices adjusted for working days. 
2.  Difference in percentage points based on rounded figures. 
3.  With growth in Ireland in 2015 computed using gross value added at constant prices excluding foreign-owned multinational 

enterprise dominated sectors. 
4.  Fiscal years starting in April. 

  

2015 2018

Column2 Column3
November 

Projections

Difference from 

September 

Projections
2

November 

Projections2

Difference from 

September 

Projections
2
2

November 

Projections2

World 3.1 2.9 0.0 3.3 0.1 3.6

United States 2.6 1.5 0.1 2.3 0.2 3.0

Euro area3 1.5 1.7 0.2 1.6 0.2 1.7

  Germany 1.5 1.7 -0.1 1.7 0.2 1.7

  France 1.2 1.2 -0.1 1.3 0.0 1.6

  Italy 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.9 0.1 1.0

Japan 0.6 0.8 0.2 1.0 0.3 0.8

Canada 1.1 1.2 0.0 2.1 0.0 2.3

United Kingdom 2.2 2.0 0.2 1.2 0.2 1.0

China 6.9 6.7 0.2 6.4 0.2 6.1

India
4 7.6 7.4 0.0 7.6 0.1 7.7

Brazil -3.9 -3.4 -0.1 0.0 0.3 1.2

2016 2017
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Consumption 

 

Source: OECD November 2016 Economic Outlook database. 

 
Investment 

 

Source: OECD November 2016 Economic Outlook database.  
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Labour productivity 

 

Source: OECD November 2016 Economic Outlook database. 
 

 
Real wage 

 

Source: OECD November 2016 Economic Outlook database.  
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Real house prices in key advanced economies 

 

Source: OECD Analytical House Price database. 

 
Corporate debt in key EMEs 

 

Source: BIS.  
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10-year government bond yields 

 

Source: Thomson Reuters. 
 

EME capital inflows and volatility 

 

Source: Bloomberg; IMF Balance of Payments Statistics; and Thomson Reuters.  
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Implied exchange rate volatility for major EMEs 
Average for Brazil, Mexico, South Africa and Turkey 

 

Source: Bloomberg. 

 

World trade and GDP growth 

 

Source: OECD November 2016 Economic Outlook database.  
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Trade restrictions rising in G20 countries 
Number of trade restrictive measures in force since the crisis 

 

Source: WTO-OECD-UNCTAD 2016 G20 Trade Policy Monitoring Report. 
 

Medium-term GDP impact of different trade scenarios 

 

Source: OECD METRO model; and OECD calculations.  
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Share of total employment embodied in foreign demand 

 

Policy recommendations: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: For 2011, latest available 
Source: OECD TiVA database. 

Most countries are moving toward the right fiscal stance, but many could do more 
 

 
 
Source: OECD November 2016 Economic Outlook database; and OECD November 2016 Economic Outlook Special Chapter, “Using 
fiscal levers to escape the low growth trap”. 
  

Contractionary Mildly contractionary Broadly neutral Mildly expansionary Expansionary

Contractionary

Mildly contractionary
ARG, BRA, COL, CRI, 

GRC, SVK
BEL

AUS, GBR, IDN, 

KOR   

Broadly neutral

CHL, CZE, DNK, ESP,  

IND, IRL, ISR, JPN, 

LTU, MEX, NZL, 

PRT,TUR, SWE, ZAF

FRA, RUS, AUT, 

FIN, NLD
CHE

Mildly expansionary HUN  SVN
CAN, ITA, NOR,  

POL

DEU, EST, 

LVA

Expansionary ISL CHN USA, LUX

OECD recommends less expansionary policy than projected

Recommended fiscal stance for 2017

Projected 

fiscal stance 

for 2017

OECD recommends more expansionary policy than projected

Avoid new trade protectionist 
measures and roll back existing 
ones 

Provide job search assistance 
and re-employment support for 
workers in transition 

Use active labour market 
policies to promote skills 
upgrading and life-long learning 

Strengthen social protection, 
coverage and effectiveness 
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Fall in government interest payments 
Estimated budget gains over 2015-17 due to lower interest rates 

 

 

Source: OECD June 2016 Economic Outlook database; and OECD calculations. 

 

Number of years a permanent investment increase of 0.5% of GDP can be funded with temporary deficits 

 

Source: OECD calculations based on Mourougane A. et al. (2016), “Can an increase in public investment sustainability lift economic 
growth?” OECD Economics Department Working Papers, No. 1351, OECD Publishing, Paris.  
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Choose fi scal spending to maximise impact on growth and inclusiveness 

 

 

 Positive impact  Uncertain or no impact 

 
Source: Fournier and Johansson (2016), “The Effect of the Size and the Mix of Public Spending on Growth and Inequality”,  
OECD Economics Department Working Papers, No. 1344, OECD Publishing, Paris. 

 
First-year growth gain  

 
Note: Structural reforms shows the impact of a 10% reduction of product market regulations. 
Source: Mourougane A. et al. (2016), “Can an increase in public investment sustainability lift economic growth?” OECD Economics 
Department Working Papers, No. 1351, OECD Publishing, Paris; and OECD calculations.  
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Long-term GDP gain 

 

Note: Structural reforms shows the impact of a 10% reduction of product market regulations. 
Source: Mourougane A. et al. (2016), “Can an increase in public investment sustainability lift economic growth?” OECD Economics 
Department Working Papers, No. 1351, OECD Publishing, Paris; and OECD calculations. 

OECD Going for Growth recommendations implemented 
Share by policy area, average for all countries 2015-16 

 

Source: OECD Going for Growth 2017, forthcoming. 


